Dynamic culture of droplet-confined cell arrays.
Responding to the need of creating an accurate and controlled microenvironment surrounding the cell while meeting the requirements for biological processes or pharmacological screening tests, we aimed at designing and developing a microscaled culture system suitable for analyzing the synergic effects of extracellular matrix proteins and soluble environments on cell phenotype in a high-throughput fashion. We produced cell arrays deposing micrometer-scale protein islands on hydrogels using a robotic DNA microarrayer, constrained the culture media in a droplet-like volume and developed a suitable perfusion system. The droplet-confined cell arrays were used either with conventional culture methods (batch operating system) or with automated stable and constant perfusion (steady-state operating system). Mathematical modeling assisted the experimental design and assessed efficient mass transport and proper fluidodynamic regimes. Cells cultured on arrayed islands (500 mum diameter) maintained the correct phenotype both after static and perfused conditions, confirmed by immunostaining and gene expression analyses through total RNA extraction. The mathematical model, validated using a particle tracking experiment, predicted the constant value of velocities over the cell arrays (less than 10% variation) ensuring the same mass transport regime. BrdU analysis on an average of 96 cell spots for each experimental condition showed uniform expression inside each cell island and low variability in the data (average of 13%). Perfused arrays showed longer doubling times when compared with static cultures. In addition, perfused cultures showed a reduced variability in the collected data, allowing to detect statistically significant differences in cell behavior depending on the spotted ECM protein.